Congratulations

RM5754HD
RM5754-2HD
3-inch Smart Wi-Fi 1080p Video Monitor

Quick start guide

What's in the box

Your video monitor package contains the following items. Save your sales receipt and original packaging for your future warranty service if necessary.

RM5754HD
RM5754-2HD
3-inch Smart Wi-Fi 1080p Video Monitor
MyVTech Baby 1080p
Parent unit battery: BP1763 (3.8V 2100mAh Lithium-ion battery)

What does MyVTech Video Monitor do?

MyVTech Video Monitor allows you to always keep close to your baby, even if you are not in the same room. This video monitor, which uses your home wireless network to stream live video and audio, enables you to keep your child safe and sound, and to be alerted instantly when necessary.

The app can be downloaded from the App Store or the Google Play Store, simply follow your device's instructions.

Requirements

For mobile access:
MyVTech Baby mobile app

Internet access

Wi-Fi network

For PC access:

Internet access

With the parent unit and baby unit connected, you can upload or download videos to your computer.

Enhanced warranty support and

Go to instantly see and hear what's happening with your baby from anywhere in the world.

This monitor is Wi-Fi enabled, which uses your home wireless network to stream live video and audio.

If you are on the move or away.

Your child can be monitored at all times.

Funding support

You can monitor your baby while you are away from your home. This is a great gift for family and friends.

The MyVTech Baby app can also be used as a standalone baby monitor.
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**BASIC OPERATION**

After powering up your video monitor, the parent unit will emit low volume in object inside. Please refer to the instruction manual for details on how to use it. When you are done using it, turn it off and put it away securely. If your baby unit is not working properly, please contact your nearest service center. See the user manual for more information.

**Use the menu**

Press MENU on the parent unit to enter the menu. You can use the menu for adjusting settings of your monitor, such as the volume of the parent unit, to adjust the sound level and sound detection settings. Settings include:

- \( \text{Volume} \)
- \( \text{Colour} \)
- \( \text{Image quality} \)
- \( \text{Power save mode} \)
- \( \text{Language} \)

Adjust speaker volume

Press VOL+ or VOL- to adjust your speaker unit volume. It deviates the volume of audio transmitted from your baby unit.

Turn off or slide out in on

**TEST THE LOCATION FOR THE BABY UNIT**

1. Place the wall mount bracket on a flat wall and then place the wall mount bracket on the wall. The holes in the wall are the holes in the wall mount bracket.
2. Place the wall mount bracket on a flat wall and then slide the wall mount bracket to the wall. The holes in the wall are the holes in the wall mount bracket.
3. Place the wall mount bracket on a flat wall and then slide the wall mount bracket to the wall. The holes in the wall are the holes in the wall mount bracket.
4. Place the wall mount bracket on a flat wall and then slide the wall mount bracket to the wall. The holes in the wall are the holes in the wall mount bracket.
5. You can connect your baby unit on 5th innings using the wall mount bracket. Install the baby unit, and then rotate the phone in a clockwise direction. The horizontal position of the wall mount bracket will deviate from the baby unit.
6. Place your baby unit on the wall and the screws in the hole. Remove the screws to install the baby unit. The screws in the hole are the screws in the hole.

**Mount the baby unit (optional)**

**NEED HELP?**

Driven by updates, the software, online help topics, and online FAQs will be updated periodically.

For support questions and more, you can visit your video monitor’s website to get the latest information and support, or you can use online help topics and online FAQs.

You can use your smartphone or tablet device to access our online help.

- Go to [https://www.vtechphones.com/md554-2hd](https://www.vtechphones.com/md554-2hd)

Save the QR code on the front cover of your product manual or QR code screen page on your smartphone or tablet. Then, scan the QR code to enter the website. Tap the instruction to download the instruction of the website.

- If the QR code is not clearly displayed, adjust your phone or device, turn your phone or device over, or try a different area.

- [https://www.vtechphones.com/co](https://www.vtechphones.com/co)

**DOWNLOAD APP FOR MOBILE ACCESS**

You can download the MyVtechBaby200 app and install it on your mobile device. You can also download the app on your mobile device.

- Install the MyVtechBaby200 app:
  1. Search the app store.
  2. Search the MyVtechBaby200 app, keep the "MyVtechBaby200".
  3. Download and install the MyVtechBaby200 app on your mobile device.
- Go to the app store and search for the app.

**AUTO SOFTWARE AND Firmware UDATE**

To ensure that your HD video monitor is always at its best performance, the parent unit will prompt a message and ask you to do your update to software and the baby unit’s firmware when there is an update available.

- Follow the instructions on the parent unit to update your HD video monitor.
- Do not update the parent unit and baby unit simultaneously.
- The software and firmware will be updated automatically.

Connect your HD video monitor with home Wi-Fi network

You must connect your video monitor to your secure home Wi-Fi network in order to receive the latest software and firmware updates. To set it up, go to "Configure Wi-Fi".

**GENERAL PRODUCT CARE**

To keep your product looking good and working properly, follow these guidelines:

- Avoid storing near heating appliances and devices that generate electrical noise (for example, mixer, fluorescent lamp, microwave). This may cause electromagnetic interference.
- Avoid dropping the product or treating it roughly.
- Avoid dropping the product in water or other liquid.
- Avoid exposing the product to direct sunlight, high temperature, or high humidity.
- Do not place heavy objects on the product.
- Avoid exposing the product to water or other liquid.
- Clean with a soft cloth.
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